AHMEDENTERPRISES
Company profile:
Ahmed Enterprises was established in the late 90's as a manufacturer of readymade garments and thereon is now one
of the leading manufacturers and exporters of Knitted & Woven garments in Pakistan. Since then it has embarked on
an ambitious program to expand, modernize and upgrade its infrastructures, equipment and services to increase its
efficiency, reliability and competitiveness.
We have strong international presence and supply to major clothing brands and buying houses across Europe and the
United States. We are known for our quality, innovation, social sustainability & compliance.
Ahmed Enterprises is a vibrant and dynamic organization where highly skilled and enthusiastic workforce strives for
nothing short of excellence in production, quality and service.
Whether you make high fashion apparels, hosiery or denim jeans our professional team provides you technical
expertise which is regularly utilized to get best solutions focused on small and large organizations. Our Factory
boasts having latest technology and efficient machines which has helped us reached a capacity of 750,000 pcs per
annum.
When it comes to style, quality or fit, Our Products can hold their own against merchandise manufactured anywhere
else in the world. And when it comes to cost, no one else can even come close to our cost competitiveness.
We have successfully translated conceptual ideas of our customers into reality. Through our close working with the
customers, we are capable of managing small lead times of the fashion market. We will always take the challenge of
producing a fashion garment in the shortest possible time.
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Asif Ahmed / Sohail Ahmed
Managing Partner
+92-300-2750504 / +92-2136950838 / 36950848 / 36950857
sohail@ahmedenterprises.com.pk / asif@ahmedenterprises.com.pk
Plot # DP-40 A/1, Sector 12-D, Industrial Area North Karachi –
75850, Karachi, Pakistan.
http://www.ahmedenterprises.com.pk

